Kids GPS Phone Watch

Product Overview
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ON/OFF Button: Press the button for 5 seconds to turn on/off the watch. Press 1 second to hang up when dialing. Device can't be turned off by this button when the SIM card is in the slot of the watch. In any cases, the device could be turned off by the APP.

Crown: Pull out the crown to adjust the time and then push in after confirmed time.

1. SIM Card Installation and Remove

Keep the watch power off, use the screwdriver to remove the rear cover, then you can install the SIM card.

As shown below:

1. SIM Card

Reset Button: Please remove the rear cover and press the reset button if the watch is down.
2. App Download
1) Download: For Android system, scan the QR code below to download. For iOS system, search "Kidscare" on App Store.
2) Enter App and click "Registration".
3) Set "Username" and "password" at your own will.
4) Enter IMEI number as ID number.

Remark: There are two ways to get IMEI number,
① Open the back cover of the watch, IMEI can be seen.
② Send message "6*" to kids watch phone number. IMEI number will be sent to Mobile phone.

3. Location Service
Log in and enter the interface (picture 3), the "Device name", "Power", "Condition of the watch" will show on this page. Click map icon, which at the top left corner, can switch planimetric map and satellite map.

4. Setting
Click "Setting" at the lower right corner, setting menu will display, as picture 4.
1) Family Number Setting
a. Three family numbers correspond to three buttons on the left side of the watch respectively.
b. There are two ways to set family numbers:
   ① Input three numbers on the APP, then click "submit".
   ② Send message "2#NO.1#NO.2#NO.3" to kids watch phone number.
      Only family numbers can set and acquire by message.
c. There are two ways to acquire family numbers:
   ① Click "Get Family Number".
   ② Send message "3" to kids watch phone number.
d. Dail family number
   Press the family number button for 3 seconds.
e. SOS
   Press SOS button for 3 sec, the device will automatically dial the 3 family numbers, one by one, repeat 5 times.
   Meanwhile, the watch will send the current geographical location link to the family number.

2) Set White List
a. Only pre-set phone numbers on white list can get through to the kids watch.
b. Two methods to set as below:
   ① Input phone numbers on APP directly.
   ② Send message "7#NO.1#NO.2#NO.3..." to kids watch to set.
c. Two methods to check White list number:
   ① Check white list number on APP directly.
   ② Send message "8" to kids watch to check white list number.
d. Answer phone
   Press any family number button to answer the phone.
e. Hang up the phone
   Press "turn on/off button" to hang up the phone.
3) Monitor
   a. Monitor what's happening around kids
   b. Two methods to set as below:
      ① Input phone number on APP
      ② Send message *4* to kids watch
   c. Kids watch will call back automatically without noticed by kids to monitor

4) GPS Turn on/Off
   As shown in the picture 8, Turn on/off GPS on App.

5) Set GPS data upload time interval
   a. Default GPS upload data time is 600 seconds once.
   b. As shown in the picture 9, can set upload time interval, unit is "seconds". Minimum time interval is 30 seconds.
6) Turn off the smart device
As picture 10, smart device can be turned off via APP.

5. Tracking
The watch adopts GPS/LBS dual positioning, there are two ways to position.
1) Send message*1*to kids watch phone number
2) Positioning via APP, as picture 11

- Tracking instruction
- Positioning watch
- Positioning mobile phone

6. Geographic Fence
As shown in the picture 12, long press any point on the map. The point will be the center of the geographic fence circle. Drag the scroll below to set the radius size of the geographic fence circle. When the kids watch wearer enter or out of the geographic fence, connected mobile phone will vibrate and get alarm notification on App.
7. Track replay
Enter history interface. Select time period at the interface bottom then press upper right corner button to reply tracks during this period.

8. Location Service
Enter Location service interface, press upper left corner to enter system setting interface. Here shows information of kids watch users.
1). Location service : location service interface
2). Alarm message: Check kids watch alarm messages here

3). Device Management: check kids watch information managed by this mobile phone. By default one kids watch can be monitored by different mobile phone by APP.

4). System help:
a). Change password for logging in
b). Software version information

9. Wireless Charger:
Simply put the watch onto the charger base as shows in the picture 15. (The charger base need USB cable to connect to power sources.)
10. Indicator:
1) Low power alarm. While the power is less than 10%, the “power indicator” (the one at 1 o’clock) will flash in red.
2) Charging indicator: While the watch is charging, the “power indicator” will flash in red. While the charging is finished, the “power indicator” will flash in green.
3) SIM card indicator: While the SIM card works well, the “SIM card indicator” will flash in green, every 5 seconds; While the SIM card malfunction, No SIM card or no signal, “SIM card indicator: will flash in red.
4) GPS Indicator: It is power off while the APP turns off the GPS function. While the GPS is ON on the APP, and the indicator flash in Green, it means the GPS works. The GPS indicator will flash in red while the GPS is failure.

11. Making Call/Answering phone call:
1) Making Call: Keep pressing any “Family Number” button for around 3 seconds, the watch will call the preset family number automatically.
2) SOS: Keep pressing the “SOS” button for around 3 seconds, the watch will call all the family phone number one by one, repeat 5 times.
3) Answering the phone call: being called from the phone number on the white list, the watch will vibrate until answering the call by pressing any family number button.
4) Hang off the phone call: Slightly press the “on/off” button to end the phone call.

Cautions:
1. The company reserves such right that upgrade the products without any noticing and the company reserve the final interpretation of this products.
2. It is strongly recommended that reviewing this User Manual before using the item.
3. Please use the accessories that approved by the company, the company will bear no responsibility for any violation to use any other third party accessories.
4. Any attempt to dismantle the products is prohibited.